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SECTION III: CREATING INSTITUTIONS FOR CIVIC ENGAGEMENT EDUCATION

This chapter empirically illustrates how civic engagement education has been 
fostered and hindered in a less liberal context, with Yale-NUS College in Singa-
pore as the case study. Our findings are informed by focus group interviews, docu-
ment analysis, and personal observations. Building on the conceptual foundation 
in Chapter 4, we argue that the liberal arts and sciences common curriculum, ac-
tive learning pedagogies, intimacy and multinationalism of the college communi-
ty, support for student initiatives, and can-do culture of Yale-NUS have combined 
to nourish vibrant spaces for student civic engagement. However, there remain 
barriers to civic engagement. These include students’ workload and major selec-
tion, perceived liberal bias in the college, national political regulations, and the 
intimacy of the college community, which can be a double-edged sword. Addition-
ally, international students have faced distinctive challenges such as Singapore’s 
legal and cultural constraints on political engagement, and the absence of a criti-
cal mass of co-nationals for collective action.
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The goal of this chapter is to share insights on curricular, extra-curricular, and pedagogical 
techniques for fostering civic engagement in less liberal political contexts. Specifically, 
we reflect on experiences as faculty members and share research conducted on student 
experiences at Yale-NUS College in Singapore, identifying the structures that have 
encouraged or hindered civic engagement education. In this study, we are interested 

in understanding not just what students have done in terms of civic engagement, but whether and 
how that engagement stems from their educational experience at the College. In other words, we 
are not only interested in assessing whether there has been civic engagement at Yale-NUS (there 
clearly has), we are interested in identifying the ways that the campus climate, specifically its 
curriculum, residential and extra-curricular structures, and pedagogical approach has nourished 
or inhibited student civic engagement. This chapter is largely empirical, and both builds upon and 
informs the conceptual arguments presented in Chapter 4 of this volume.1

This chapter is organized as follows. First, we briefly discuss the complexities of teaching civic 
education and engagement in less liberal contexts. We have provided a more detailed discussion of 
this, and the debate surrounding the creation of Yale-NUS College, in Chapter 4. Next, we present 
observations gleaned from focus groups, document analysis, and personal reflections to summa-
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rize how students’ sense of civic engagement has changed over the course of their college experi-
ence. Our goal is to identify the specific courses, pedagogical techniques, extracurricular experi-
ences, and institutional features that have had the greatest impact in empowering or obstructing 
students’ civic engagement. We hope that these findings will enable fellow instructors and higher 
education professionals to benefit from the lessons we have learned as they develop their own 
curricula, programs, and institutions. 

Setting Matters: Civic Education and Engagement in Less 
Liberal Contexts
In less liberal societies there are different institutional and normative pathways to civic participation 
than in more liberal societies. While instructors need not actively discourage risky behavior, they 
must be aware of the political and cultural context in which they are operating and help students 
develop a different set of tactics and rhetoric that will not be dismissed as dangerous and even 
seditious.

As we describe in Chapter 4, in Singapore specifically there are significant regulations concern-
ing public assembly and political speech. For example, during an election period “only candidates 
and their election agents” are allowed to put up election posters.2 A police permit is mandatory for 
“cause-related” assemblies that are held in public or hosted in private but open to the public. Local 
activists have in the past been penalized for organizing peaceful protests without proper permits. 
Government ministers have been known to file defamation suits against opposition politicians 
and political commentators for slander and libel.3 In addition to these legal constraints, there are 
social pressures which shape how students may respond to and undertake civic engagement. Not 
only are there concerns over legality and state surveillance, but also reputational costs for behavior 
which appears too “political” or radical. Students, parents, and teachers may worry about students’ 
employability, for example, if they participate in activities or publicly share views that are overly 
critical of the sociopolitical status-quo.4 

In such a context, overtly political civic engagement education can appear and feel subver-
sive. Higher education instructors may need to deliberately create an environment in which stu-
dents feel safe and secure acquiring knowledge and admitting to an interest in politics and societal 
change. At the same time that it is important to be sensitive to local legal and cultural structures, 
we have found that students value having enclaves, micro-climates, or “free spaces” in which to ask 
challenging questions about social and political issues. Educational spaces create such enclaves. 
Forms of civic engagement that embrace imagination, empathy, community-building, and commu-
nity-tending take on special importance in the Singaporean educational context. These skills, so 
critical in less liberal societies, are also important in “liberal” societies of the 21st century, societies 
marked by high levels of political polarization and decreasing levels of political deliberation.    

Insofar as “civic engagement education” is about creating spaces where students can develop 
an interest in social and political issues, and engage in genuine conversation and disagreement, we 
propose a civic engagement pedagogy that is culturally relevant, one that is grounded in the stu-
dents’ sociopolitical opportunities and draws on discourses from the students’ home environment.5 
Instructors and students must work together to create spaces where free speech, experimentation, 
discussion of alternative ideas, and effective strategies for change may take place. In this chapter, 
we share the results of a preliminary investigation into one college’s experience in adapting to the 
institutional and cultural backdrop of a less liberal society, and explore practices designed to create 
spaces for civic learning. 

Civic Engagement at Yale-NUS College: Bastions and Barriers 
In December 2020 we conducted four focus groups with a diverse subset of Yale-NUS students. In 
addition to the information gleaned from these conversations, we draw upon the authors’ personal 
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observations from working at Yale-NUS College since 2014 and 2018 respectively, reflections of 
our student research assistants, conversations with Yale-NUS students and faculty, and content 
analysis of student Facebook groups, the student newspaper, and local news outlets. 

A total of 24 students took part in 90-minute long focus groups: 13 seniors, 3 juniors, 4 sopho-
mores, and 5 first-years. Focus group findings cannot claim to be representative of the student body 
as a whole, but we collected valuable and salient information based on a diverse group of subjects; 
students’ backgrounds varied significantly in terms of class year, nationality, major/ primary aca-
demic interests, and personal commitment to civic engagement.6 Thanks to the diverse interests 
and backgrounds of our participants, several valuable themes emerged across the focus groups 
which illuminate the ways Yale-NUS structures encourage and discourage civic engagement.  

Civic Engagement Means Many Things
The first question we asked in each focus group was “What does ‘civic engagement’ mean to you? 
What do you associate with that phrase/idea?” Unsurprisingly, responses reflect the variety of 
definitions in popular and academic discourse, but also reflect different approaches our students 
take to civic engagement in our institutional and national context. The definitions students offered 
ranged along the following spectra:

Social v. Political: Pro-social community engagement <—> Political engagement 
with the state/law 

Intake v. Output: Being interested, curious, and paying attention <—> Taking 
action/change-making 

Intimate v. Public Space: Speaking about values/opinions only within social/
family circle <—> Publicly taking a stance 

Dialogue v. Action: Conversations about social/political issues <—> Protest, con-
frontation, overt activism

Within this non-randomized group, only three students explicitly referenced protest to de-
scribe what civic engagement meant to them. Rather than associating the term with a set of observ-
able behaviors, students described the purpose underpinning civic engagement. They were roughly 
evenly split on some issues. For example, six felt that being attentive and curious about political 
and social issues—taking information in—was enough to “count” as civic engagement, whereas 
10 said that interest without deliberate change-making was insufficient. Students had different 
opinions about whether community service (e.g., tutoring under-resourced youth, volunteering at 
elderly homes, beach clean-ups) or Facebook posts “counted” or not. They also had different views 
on whether action directed at the College administration “counted” or whether civic engagement 
had to be directed at formal state politics and legal frameworks.

In sum, participants had very different prior beliefs about what constitutes civic engagement. 
However, as established in Chapter 4, rather than speaking to the need of imposing a uniform 
ideal of student civic engagement, this speaks to the imperative of broadening the definition of 
civic engagement such that it is inclusive and culturally resonant across a diverse student body. 
What matters most is creating the spaces and offering the basic tools and skills for students to keep 
thinking and rethinking about civic engagement.

 
Trajectories of Students’  Civic Engagement over Time

Prior to the focus groups, the authors identified three categories to describe Yale-NUS stu-
dents in terms of civic engagement:  

Politically Engaged: Those already involved or working towards involvement 
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in politically-oriented activity, lobbying of political authorities; organizing 
clubs or events around political issues; citizen journalism/blogging; polit-
ically-oriented Instagram accounts; or volunteering for political-minded 
non-profit organizations. 

Socially Engaged: Those who are involved or plan to be involved in charity work, 
service, or community-building of a less explicitly politically-oriented and 
more social or cultural nature, e.g., church-based service, reading to the 
elderly, volunteering at an animal shelter, beach clean-ups.

Unengaged: Those who do not spend time on social or political engagement. 
Students in this category may intentionally avoid civic engagement be-
cause they are skeptical or opposed to such activities or simply be unin-
terested.

 
During the focus group sessions, we presented these categories to students and asked them 

to share which, if any, best described them upon entering Yale-NUS. We then asked how their 
identification in terms of engagement has changed, or not, over time. A number of students rightly 
noted that to separate social from political issues reflects a false distinction, since social needs re-
flect political choices and vice versa. (This observation reflects their training in the social sciences 
and political philosophy components of our Common Curriculum, described below). Nevertheless, 
these categories proved useful in revealing the following themes regarding the trajectory of stu-
dents’ engagement over their college career.        

First, the focus groups—and our personal experience—suggests that students who identify 
as “unengaged” often become more engaged. They become, at a minimum, more interested and 
curious, such that they exhibit “intake” engagement if not “active” engagement. Several shared 
that, in their families and secondary schools, prior to college they had not been encouraged to en-
gage with sociopolitical issues. Others reported being actively discouraged from engaging. Coming 
to Yale-NUS College (which students often refer to as “YNC”) created not only the opportunity 
but the expectation to engage with these issues because of the Common Curriculum content and 
overall sociopolitical appetite of the student body. As one student described, upon arriving to the 
College they were immediately “intimidated by all these people who were very aware and involved, 
[whose] main interest in YNC was to become more engaged, because [they] can have [their] voice 
heard.” Or, as another put it, on the first day on campus they concluded “This school is kind of 
intense–I don’t know how to deal with this political engagement. It felt like that was another type 
of people I didn’t know if I was going to become.”  

Second, we observed that students who entered college “politically engaged” selected Yale-
NUS as their college in part to deepen their political engagement within this institutional context. 
However, among more politically engaged students, the experience of locals and internationals 
sometimes diverges. While local students of more progressive leanings are more likely to find 
like-minded change-makers and thereby deepen their engagement at Yale-NUS, many interna-
tional students reduced their political engagement and/or redirected their energy towards social 
rather than overtly political causes. This is because they are in a country that is not their own, 
where they have fewer rights to engage, and where they are less knowledgeable and therefore less 
confident acting on local issues. Therefore, many of the international students we spoke with have 
focused their change-making energies on the college itself. We will explore this further below.   

In the following section, we develop these insights and highlight the primary institutional, 
curricular, and normative structures within Yale-NUS that contribute to these trajectories of civic 
engagement.  

Sources of Civic Engagement Education
For students whose interest in social and political issues grew after joining Yale-NUS, four key 
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sources of change emerge from our research. 

1. The Common Curriculum, which provides a shared language from which to 
collaborate with peers. We will discuss the curriculum in detail below.

2. The intimacy of the Yale-NUS community. The small size and fully residen-
tial structure makes it easy to find peers who share interests and to orga-
nize into student groups and associations. 

3. The multinationalism of the student body came up repeatedly as a spark for 
greater interest in civic engagement. Students reported that meeting peers 
from other cultural, social, and political contexts made them realize their 
own views were highly socialized and, therefore, could be open to debate 
and scrutiny. This generates curiosity and critical reflection of their own 
upbringing, which encourages greater interest in social and political dy-
namics in other contexts. Such statements suggest that the multinational-
ism of the student body is a key instigator of civic engagement. 

4. The creative, can-do culture of Yale-NUS and administrative support that 
makes it easy to create new organizations, events, and journals based 
around shared interests.

Below, following Thomas and Brower, we discuss how these factors have combined to gener-
ate social spaces for effective civic engagement education.7 Specifically, our research surfaced the 
importance of course design, instructional strategies, campus culture, residential life, and the inte-
gration of curricular and extra-curricular activities. 

The Common Curriculum: An Immersive Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Experience
Focus groups suggest that the shared experience and the illuminating content of the Common 
Curriculum fosters civic engagement—as it was designed to do. All students take the same courses 
in the same sequence, most of which fall in the first three semesters of their college experience. 
Each course is team taught, with students assigned to a small seminar for each course. Most 
seminars—which students typically refer to as “discussion sections”—are capped at 18 students, 
emphasizing active, team-based, and/or highly dialogic learning. 

Features of the Common Curriculum that seem most important for inculcating civic engage-
ment are:

1. Its content, specifically open discussion of cultural differences, sociopoliti-
cal systems, and controversial topics. It stokes curiosity, allows students 
to imagine that change might be possible and desirable, and provides the 
entire student body with a shared vocabulary and conceptual reference 
points.

2. The seminar-based, highly interactive mode of instruction, which enlarges 
students’ capacity for active listening, verbal communication, and team-
work. 

3. The skill of close-reading and analysis that is developed across several Com-
mon Curriculum courses. 

Together, the Common Curriculum’s content and active learning environment inculcates 
traits that are building blocks for civic engagement and collective action: openness to new ideas, 
imagination that things can change, communication, tolerance for disagreement, close reading 
and analysis, and teamwork.8 Much of the literature on civic engagement emphasizes teaching 
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students to engage in controversial issues, develop cognitive skills to analyze and understand dif-
ferent perspectives, and locate sources of disagreement and  consensus. Learning about and being 
nudged to take a stand on controversial issues helps prepare students to analyze and find their own 
mind on many issues they will confront as citizens.9 

Yale-NUS offers a model of what a classroom should be—interactive, even contentious—that is 
different from what many students are accustomed to. Dialogue and disagreement over controver-
sial issues is not commonplace in secondary schools around the world. Fostering voice and comfort 
with constructive disagreement in a conflict-avoidant, more hierarchical educational culture is not 
easy. Moreover, in contexts where a secondary teacher’s primary function is to teach students to 
achieve high scores in standardized national exams, there is little time or incentive to teach dia-
logue or disagreement.10 

For students socialized to absorb and to conform in the classroom, the Common Curriculum 
marks a departure by asking students to question, probe, and disagree. That the curriculum has 
this impact is by design. As the first faculty handbook stated, “The freedom of faculty members to 
explore controversial topics in their teaching and scholarship is critical to the College’s educational 
mission.”11 This chapter now offers some detail into the content and pedagogical techniques that 
make the Common Curriculum a transformative experience in terms of civic engagement among 
students.  

Common Curriculum Content 

During our focus group sessions, when asked whether their academic experience influenced their 
civic engagement, students most often referenced the Common Curriculum and three courses 
in particular: Comparative Social Inquiry (CSI), Philosophy and Political Thought (PPT), and 
Modern Social Thought (MST). 

Comparative Social Inquiry, which students take in the first semester of their first year, intro-
duces social institutions, social norms and control, and the socially constructed nature of things. 
Key topics include intersectionality, power and legitimacy, the psychology of conformity, the nation 
and state, markets and inequality, gender, race, family structure, social movements and change. 
Mid-way through the semester students engage in a “Break a Norm” activity where they leave 
campus and defy a social norm of some kind (without putting themselves in danger or breaking 
the law). Students conduct these experiments in any variety of ways. For example, some students 
dress in ways that buck convention, others engage in pro-social behavior like carrying groceries to 
peoples’ cars. In the final assignment students pick a social institution or idea and analyze how it 
has changed or might change in the future. These are powerful ideas and experiences for first year 
students, from around the world, to process together.          

Students also take a two-semester course on Philosophy and Political Thought, which en-
courages them to consider the ethics, logic, and consequences of different worldviews and political 
philosophies. The first semester is designed around several questions, but, perhaps most import-
ant, is “How should we live, individually and together?”12 The second semester again focuses on a 
set of questions, two of which are: “What is a state and what is its proper purpose? What is the re-
lation between governing and the interests or rights of the governed?”13 Taken together, the course 
prompts students to consider how they have lived, and imagine other social systems, encouraging 
them to see their own state and political context in a comparative light, and to imagine the poten-
tial for different political possibilities.  

 Modern Social Thought, which students take in the first semester of sophomore year, intro-
duces and critiques texts by Max Weber, Emile Durkheim, Karl Marx, Pierre Bourdieu, and Mi-
chel Foucault as well as feminist, anti-racist, and decolonial writings of Saba Mahmood, Frederick 
Douglass, Frantz Fanon, Edward Said, Fei Xiaotong, and others. The course is organized around 
discussing specific thinkers and themes like gender, race, capitalism and communism, feminism, 
colonialism and orientalism, repression, bureaucracy, authority, and social solidarity.

These are Common Curriculum courses that students referenced most frequently as sites for 
controversial and politically salient discussions. Students commented that this Common Curric-
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ulum provides “the vocabulary to speak about things” happening in the world and in Singapore, 
essentially a “shared vocabulary” to explore and discuss social and political issues. CSI and MST 
were repeatedly credited with, as one student described, “helping make better sense of social real-
ities and drawing attention to the fact that civic engagement is needed” by giving students “the 
conceptual tools to understand better” and “question various conventions.” And, another student 
explained, by informing a “moral framework and [shaping] the way you view the world,” students 
are able to understand social issues as “stemming from social structures or capitalism which then 
helped [students] think about how [students] would want to solve them or how [students] would 
even question them and share that with others.” 

Perhaps most importantly, the Common Curriculum fosters engagement by acclimating stu-
dents to openly discussing sensitive issues in diverse groups.14 Speaking specifically of the phi-
losophy courses, a student noted that these create “safe spaces” for discussion of unconventional 
issues or ideas: “Philosophy courses can provide a safe space for dissenting opinions, because you 
get to structure your dissenting opinion around this [text] . . .  and your discussion is much more 
theoretical and conceptual and grounded in some texts that it doesn’t become confrontational.” 

Relatedly, one student noted that the academic environment plays a part in “normalizing” 
conversations in the “college social sphere.”  The Common Curriculum offers “a good foundation 
of exploring” history and philosophy from diverse traditions, while bringing significant political 
and social “issues to people’s minds.” Whereas in other environments talking about politics might 
be seen as too provocative or radical, at Yale-NUS talking about politics and social institutions is 
required. Engaging with politically charged ideas is effectively homework, and therefore becomes 
normalized into the fabric of students’ intellectual lives. As a result, it becomes socially more safe 
to engage in politically-relevant discussion and inquiry outside the classroom as well. For students, 
being exposed to different political and value systems begs the question of, “Okay, what do I do 
with this information?” This is often the first major step towards greater civic engagement. 

Seminar-Based, Active Learning Pedagogy 

The curriculum achieves “productive engagement” in part by exposing students to a wide range 
of authors, worldviews, philosophies, and narrative traditions. But the Common Curriculum also 
fosters engagement by emphasizing “face-to-face encounters and on the practices of articulate 
communication” in seminar settings.15   

Focus group comments reflect the impact of seminar-based, active learning modalities on stu-
dents’ capacity and interest in civic engagement. Not only does the seminar setting give students 
practice and confidence speaking their own mind, it also acclimates them to being disagreed with, 
which is helpful for those entering into wider social and political discourse. This finding is exem-
plified in the following comments: 

My comfort level in talking about [controversial sociopolitical issues] has 
definitely increased over my college years…because I’ve also gained a vocabulary 
for voicing all these concerns… In the past with political issues, I would feel 
a certain way, but I wouldn’t be able to actually verbalize or articulate [my 
thoughts and feelings] to certain people… The [Yale-NUS] classroom setting…
is a very good way to hone those kind of skills:… distilling your thoughts and 
then sharing it with a wider audience… Talking to my friends, my family about 
politics…that really alerted me to how much I’ve grown throughout my college 
years. And how I’m better able to share, [and] maybe even convince people now.

I’m better at calling people out… [But] it’s a bit of an uphill battle…because 
people who are not in YNC or have not received the same kind of education do 
not have the same vocabulary or the same background info as to why I’m saying 
the things that I’m saying or why I feel strongly about things…YNC has almost 
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imposed on me some kind of duty to speak up about these things, where I’ll feel 
bad if I don’t.

Seminar based [learning]...made it easier for me to...say my opinions, even if 
people disagree... One reason why I wouldn’t participate [prior to college was] 
because of fear that someone would disagree with what I’m saying, but exposure 
to seminar style learning has made [me] more comfortable being disagreed 
with and therefore speaking.

 
Not all students share this perspective of course. For example, one student stated the Common 

Curriculum taught them to “articulate my views” but not around politics and social change per se. 
Identifying as not very politically active, this student claimed, “I’m just someone who prefers to do 
things on a more individual, on a more small-scale level, which is why I’ve never identified with 
any large-scale organization or concerted civic engagement movements.” Evidently, this student’s 
enhanced comfort with sharing opinions inside the classroom has not translated to a greater eager-
ness to be heard outside the classroom or academic context. This sentiment was echoed by others, 
who suggested that their education had given them skills for civic engagement, namely articulate 
communication, but had not given them an appetite for using those skills in explicitly politicized 
engagement and public discourse. 

Emphasis on Close Reading and Analysis

In addition to fostering inquisitiveness and practice in articulate communication, the Common 
Curriculum also inculcates close, critical reading skills. Although not as prominent or commonly 
raised, students pointed to this as another way the curriculum encouraged greater civic engagement. 
For example, with reference to Philosophy and Political Theory, one student described how close 
reading to “identify sources of disagreements” and “find common ground” among authors are useful 
skills when engaging in sociopolitical debates. Another student reflected how training in close 
reading made them a more critical reader, able to distinguish “smoking gun” from “unconfirmed 
sources.” The student noted that even Quantitative Reasoning, a Common Curriculum class that 
few students explicitly associated with civic engagement, incorporated data visualizations and 
prompted students to question whether those visualizations provide correct data. This kind of 
exercise helped develop “a more critical eye.” 

In sum, the social sciences and explicitly politically charged courses in the Common Curricu-
lum—Comparative Social Inquiry, Modern Social Thought, Philosophy and Political Theory—in-
clude content and develop analytical and conversational skills that contribute to engagement with 
sociopolitical issues. Yet we found that the Humanities and Sciences/Mathematic components of 
the Common Curriculum also contributed to civic engagement by developing students’ close read-
ing skills and data analysis skills, respectively. In this sense, the full liberal arts and sciences nature 
of the Common Curriculum empowers students to engage more actively and more impactfully in 
civic affairs. 

Complementing this broad curricular context is the residential and extra-curricular experi-
ence, to which we now turn. 

Residential Life, Student Diversity, and Extra-Curricular Learning         
In addition to enjoying small class sizes and active modes of learning, Yale-NUS students 
experience a fully residential college and, aside from study abroad and leaves of absence, students 
are expected to live on campus during every semester. This means that students from all over the 
world get acquainted outside the classroom and have opportunities for iterative discussion and 
collaboration. As a new college, residential life encourages students to build the college they want 
to attend, by serving in student government, creating student organizations, authoring student 
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codes and policies, and taking leadership roles in most facets of college life. 
We have identified three major ways residential and extra-curricular life fosters civic engage-

ment within the Yale-NUS context: (1) Creating encounters with difference that lead students to 
problematize their existing norms and worldviews; (2) Fostering intimacy and connection that 
helps students find like-minded peers; (3) Offering leadership opportunities that prompt students 
to transition from intake to output modes of civic engagement. 

  
The “Normal” becomes Socially Constructed, The Obvious Becomes Curious 

The Yale-NUS student body, in total roughly 1,000 undergraduates, is very diverse in terms of 
cultures and political systems represented. About 50% of Yale-NUS students are drawn from across 
Singapore, which is itself a phenomenally diverse country in terms of ethnicity, religion, language, 
and culture. The international student population represents 70+ different countries. This diversity, 
combined with the residential requirement and the Common Curriculum, ensures that first year 
students will have encounters revealing the boundaries and the socially-constructed nature of their 
belief systems. For Singaporean and international students alike, being on campus creates space to 
problematize and critically re-assess the values they have been steeped in before college. We heard 
repeatedly in focus groups that this confluence of factors—the Common Curriculum alongside 
residential living—makes students curious and able to critically evaluate what they once took for 
granted. For example, one student reflected that the “diverse backgrounds of my friends” bring out 
different perspectives so that “what I consider normal, or my political assumptions, are actually 
not so normal for others, which is very different from the . . . place I grew up. So I think this diverse 
community . . . provokes my interest in learning more.” Statements like this suggest that the 
residential setting presents opportunities for un-learning pre-existing conceptions to hopefully 
facilitate self-transformation.16 

The international composition of the student body shapes the degree of civic discourse that 
emerges in and out of the classroom. One student observed: “the YNC community is very inclusive 
of conversation and very encouraging of people to speak up if they have varying opinions [on the 
College’s] Facebook pages... people are encouraged to speak up about something. I think that’s 
really helpful... because we have so many international students and we have so many different 
backgrounds that there are different people here with varying opinions and so I feel like they take 
that into consideration.”

For internationals, distance from home can create the privacy needed for reflection about and 
even transgression against the norms of home. Several international students, specifically those 
from illiberal or less liberal countries in Asia, reported that they had almost no experience talking 
about politics and contentious social issues before coming to Yale-NUS. In some cases, this was 
because their families discouraged such talk. In other cases, the students’ entire society tended to 
avoid political talk. Some students are from minority groups within their home countries that are 
discouraged from being too involved in politics. One international student shared that being “far 
from home, creates a sense of freedom to speak up… it is safe to be identified as a feminist or activ-
ist on campus and college-related social media because my family won’t find out.” 

Some international students deliberately chose Yale-NUS because they foresaw it would 
serve as an enclave for political awakening and experimentation. Others did not have an interest 
in politics during secondary school, and that had no impact on their decision to attend Yale-NUS. 
However, even for international students who entered the College fairly unengaged, the supply of 
opportunities for involvement in social and political change has enhanced their appetite for en-
gagement. Another student observed that having “a safe space on campus far away from home also 
meant that I could reflect on political engagement [in my home country]... That distance helped 
me study those things and those causes and… then be more engaged when I [return home].” But 
the distance also reduces opportunities for action in home-country politics, leading the same stu-
dent to conclude that for them time at Yale-NUS “led to more political and civic attentiveness, but 
not as much action.”
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Intimacy Creates Community

In addition to generating encounters with difference, the residential setting also facilitates bridge-
building, enables students to meet “like-minded people.” Several Singaporean participants shared 
that they chose Yale-NUS because they thought it would be a place they could connect with peers 
who “share similar interests,” and engage with them on issues that might not be as openly discussed 
elsewhere in Singapore (they provided examples such as reliance on fossil fuels, sexuality, anti-
capitalism, and toxic masculinity). 

Comparing Yale-NUS to another, larger Singaporean university, one student observed that 
“the main difference that encourages civic engagement in YNC is the kind of students...there’s a 
greater concentration of students in YNC who already start off caring more about politics or social 
issues.” Given such a critical mass, this student “struggle[d] to find any particular political or social 
issue that [one] cannot find a community of people to be engaged in together with.” This student 
also pointed to the “many amazing alumni who have done so many great things” to conclude that 
“it’s very easy to latch on and…ride the wave of [organizations and initiatives created by earlier 
batches of students]...[It is a] conducive environment to develop any kind of interests…” Another 
student also spoke about how the residential community not only helps you find those with shared 
interests, it makes students feel safer sharing their true interests because they can have these con-
versations gradually and in small, close knit spaces. (However, we will see below under “Barriers 
to Engagement” how the intimacy of the College environment can also stifle civic engagement).

Even students who identified as more socially but less politically engaged shared this obser-
vation. One student, for example, said that they have become more interested in mental health 
issues, and attributes this interest to the interaction of simultaneously taking psychology courses 
while also living in residence with their peers. For this student, the college environment “opens up 
a lot more conversations about mental health in dealing with academic stress and the demands of 
college education, whereas before in [other educational or personal settings] people don’t really 
share these sort of struggles.” The student went on to say: “In a residential setting it becomes hard-
er to hide [but] easier to share some of these challenges … so both the [residential setting] and the 
curriculum definitely teach me about things that are present in society like these [mental health] 
issues.”  

Lastly, a theme emerged regarding how the close-knit community helps students not only 
find like-minded people but also to share responsibility for change-making. One student described 
themselves as being interested in social change before college and noted that finding a community 
of people with “parallel journeys and interests” at college “really plays a big part in my continuous 
engagement” and also in “preventing me from burning out.” Students at Yale-NUS can share the 
strategies and burden of civic action. They also often hand leadership of their student organiza-
tions and initiatives over to new students, especially in their senior year when they tend to be 
busy with academics, job search, and graduate school applications. This tradition creates a sense of 
continuity and longer-term investment in the causes they care about most. 

Many of the comments about campus culture we heard from students are echoed in the reflec-
tions of senior administrators. Yale-NUS President Tan Tai Yong worked at the National Universi-
ty of Singapore (NUS)—a very large, competitive university—for decades before joining Yale-NUS. 
When explaining how Yale-NUS differs from NUS, a much older institution, he points to the cam-
pus culture and size:

Our students are articulate, vocal, they speak up. You see them all the time, in 
the corridor. They approach you. They’re very active as well. So they organize 
a lot of things themselves, and they’re involved in so many things. So they feel 
that they are part of the community, whereas NUS has 25,000 undergraduates 
and 10,000 graduates, 35,000 students. Huge. And you had a kind of overlay of 
bureaucracy that has been in place for the longest time.17 

According to Tan, unlike the more entrenched, hierarchical culture of NUS, the Yale-NUS 
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community is more inclusive and organic, thereby encouraging a culture of organizing and change-
making among its students.18 

In fact, focus group participants report that the small size and comradery among students 
helps them strategize on ways to engage without taking undue risks. Since Yale-NUS is a very 
visible and scrutinized institution, local students feel they must walk a fine line. While many want 
to use their college years to encourage and mobilize societal change (e.g., advocating for climate 
policies and socio-economic justice, or the repeal of anti-gay legislation), they worry about job 
prospects, especially in civil service, if they get tagged as too “activist” or “subversive.” Several lo-
cal students felt that by building a student community interested in politics and change, they can 
speak more openly with peers and with college staff about strategies for engaging in political ac-
tivism without dooming career prospects or, worse, courting legal trouble. Some local students felt 
they would be less comfortable engaging in such open dialogue at other local universities because 
of their larger size, since it would be harder to find people they could trust. 

In sum, the small size and residential nature of the College makes it easier for students to find 
like-minded peers, to build trust within the community, to organize, and to find emotional and 
pragmatic support for their civic engagement endeavors. 

Leadership Opportunities and a Culture of Student-Led Organizing 

Yale-NUS has an extremely active extra-curricular culture, and myriad opportunities for student 
organizing and self-governance. In this sense, the College provides a physical and institutional 
site where students practice different forms and repertoires of civic engagement. Three factors 
contribute to this vibrant extra-curricular culture. 

First, when the College opened to students in 2013, it did not yet have extra-curricular infra-
structure like a student government, newspaper, debate team, recycling club, or acapella group. 
To establish this infrastructure quickly, the Dean of Students’ office gave students logistical and 
financial encouragement to build, build, build! This facilitative culture remains. Focus group par-
ticipants shared that it is easy to get financial and logistical support from the College to organize 
beach clean-ups, perform concerts, etc. This creates ample opportunity to develop leadership and 
gain organizing experience, even if taking place outside an explicitly sociopolitical context. Second, 
Singapore secondary schools heavily promote Co-Curricular Activities (CCAs), and students get 
formal credit and recognition for participating in them. Many students at Yale-NUS are, there-
fore, already accustomed to extra-curricular organizing and creating “executive committees” for all 
manner of student clubs. Third, as a new college, Yale-NUS attracted students who were particu-
larly interested in creating new programs and clubs. This opportunity to build new organizations 
and initiatives was what drew many of our pioneer batch to the College. This set a tone in our 
earliest days as an institution that students would be very active—arguably over-committed—when 
it comes to extra-curricular activities. 

Together, these three factors have coalesced into an intense extra-curricular culture where 
many students are heavily involved in student organizations and various forms of self-governance. 
Students use the college newspaper, town halls, student government, clubs, policy initiatives, and 
posters in lifts to spread their ideas.19 Yale-NUS alumnus Tee Zhuo, now a journalist, stated that 
his involvement in helping create sexual misconduct policies for the college “shaped [his] ethical 
beliefs, taught [him] the importance of empathy, and also showed [him] the need for activism in 
seeking justice and holding people to account.”20 This aligns with the findings of Ho, Sim and Al-
viar-Martin, that treating students as “full citizens” on campus provides avenues to practice their 
civic agency.21 

One of the first student groups formed on campus was CAMPOS—the Committee for Appre-
ciating and Meeting People On Site. CAMPOS created events to involve construction workers on 
the growing campus, such as community meals and games, as well as literacy workshops. More 
recently, students founded an Anti-Capitalist Identity Collective, offering a counterpoint to the 
popular Yale-NUS Consulting Group and the Yale-NUS Student Investment Group. The Debate 
Society and Model United Nations were also early and prominent groups. Students helped arrange 
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a dialogue session with Hong Kong youth activist Joshua Wong and helped to author a new sexual 
misconduct policy. When a Yale-NUS board member and Singapore Ambassador at large, Chan 
Heng Chee, publicly defended a law criminalizing homosexuality, students in the gender and sexu-
ality alliance, G-Spot, demanded she resign and then hosted a dialogue session with her to explain 
their concerns and hear her perspective. CAPE (Community for Advocacy and Political Education) 
has become a particularly impactful student organization, dedicated to “raising civic consciousness 
and building capacity for political literacy in order to make civil participation more accessible.” It 
does so by hosting events and publishing political education resources such as its Advocacy Strat-
egies webpage on how best to conduct advocacy in the Singaporean context.22  

In the focus groups, students tended to emphasize these student-led initiatives as a foun-
dation for civic engagement. However, the College has also supported formal civic engagement 
education through extra-curricular programs such as 1) Social Impact Bootcamp,23 2) Intergroup 
Dialogue,24 and 3) Visiting Speakers Series.25 These are formal, staff-supported programs to intro-
duce contemporary issues and build student capacity to sustain diverse teams and work towards 
common purpose. When we asked participants why they did not mention these formal programs 
in their comments, they shared that while these programs are important for building capacity in 
civic engagement, they do not create interest in civic engagement. Students who participate in 
these events and programs are already quite socially and politically engaged, according to our fo-
cus group participants. As such, although they do not inculcate engagement where there previously 
was little, they likely help build capacity for engagement among those who are already invested.

Across issue areas, Yale-NUS students are encouraged to organize, educate each other, and 
dialogue. The way students spoke about membership in their clubs and organizations accords with 
findings on “identity collectives” on campus, as they likewise “provide essential spaces for minori-
ty groups to explore their own identities and to find fellowship in similarly-minded people, even 
if they are not part of the predominant culture or demographic.”26 This culture of student creation 
and leadership gives students opportunities to hone civic engagement skills such as communica-
tion, strategic planning, and teamwork. According to one focus group participant, as “a residential 
community there’s also a large number of avenues for actually actively building the community… 
I felt like I had a very strong role to play [helping develop orientation and serving as a residential 
advisor].” Another added, “in developing the kinds of relationships we have within our communi-
ties… you create a community that listens to each other and holds space for each other. So I think 
social engagement can take lots of forms, because we have that space to build the kind of commu-
nity we want.”

          
Interaction of Curricular and Residential/Extra-Curricular Forces
Repeatedly we heard that the diversity of the student body, the content and format of the Common 
Curriculum, and the intimacy of residential life interacted to foster civic engagement. These forces 
do not only influence students, they have an immersive and interactive effect which contributes 
to students’ civic engagement education. For example, one student shared how their interest 
in becoming more proactive in environmental activism stemmed from the interactive effect of 
1) extracurricular trips led by student organizations that showed the environmental impact of 
climate change on ecosystem health, combined with 2) the Common Curriculum module Scientific 
Inquiry’s emphasis on climate change, and 3) interactions in residences with classmates passionate 
about environmental causes. The abstract classroom learning was important, but the real-world 
exposure to coral bleaching amplified their commitment. Being in residence with passionate peers 
helped maintain the momentum and accountability to stay actively engaged. 

Rather than being prompted explicitly to act by professors or by peers, students pointed to 
the immersive nature of the Yale-NUS learning environment and the “confluence of factors” on 
their interest and intensity of their commitments. “I find it quite difficult to identify a moment 
where I felt galvanized to act because of something that a professor said… because professors are 
not always very explicit about it.” A few students who had studied abroad in North America for 
their junior year noted the contrast between their abroad and Yale-NUS experience. In the Singa-

https://cape.commons.yale-nus.edu.sg/resources/
https://cape.commons.yale-nus.edu.sg/resources/
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pore context, where protest without a state permit is illegal, professors would not say to students, 
“there’s a protest tomorrow, you can join.” Rather, students felt that civic engagement is more often 
implicit and embedded in classroom discussion so that “the motivation to act comes again from a 
confluence of factors… you hear certain things in the classroom, you see your friends doing certain 
things, you go online and you realize that you know people are doing things as well. Then it’s just 
that combination of things that gets you wanting to start.” 

The interaction between a shared common curricular experience and shared living experience 
appears to be critical for fostering awareness and self-organization among students. According to 
one student, specifically referencing Comparative Social Inquiry (CSI), “the conversations I have 
outside of class with my classmates [about CSI] end up being really interesting… I feel like the 
courses don’t really do anything [to explicitly encourage civic engagement], but they do provide a 
launch pad to start thinking about it... Because my CSI [class] was right before lunch...we will go 
out to the dining hall [to have] extended conversations about our classes.” 

In other words, students have reported something akin to a confluence of multiple free spaces 
for students to form mini-publics, forming and mobilizing consensus about a plethora of social 
topics, which in turn may prefigure civic agency.27 

One student captured what many of their peers had observed during the focus group: 

I think just having both the academic and also social environment of being 
steeped in these issues makes a very big difference in having people think about 
them more consciously…[in the] social environment of Yale-NUS people do 
feel very subtle pressure to…have information and [understanding of local 
and international sociopolitical issues and] to have an opinion about things. 
And this is also very much trained by the academic environment that you’re in 
[whereby] you’re expected to speak up actively in class, you’re expected to have 
an opinion [about course material], but also to respond and critically build our 
opinion based on evidence or based on other students’ contributions...

The student felt that this expectation of engagement with issues is distinctive within Yale-
NUS, and not typical of the Singaporean public. In other words, as the student put it, civic engage-
ment is forged when the “academic and social feed into each other.” We have personally observed, 
and in the focus groups heard testimonials about, how students’ exposure to the combination of 
interdisciplinary curriculum, extra-curricular organizing, and the intimacy of residential life com-
bined to make them more curious and more actively engaged in politics and consequential social 
issues. For example, one focus group participant shared their personal trajectory from intimidation 
to empowerment. In their first year, the student shared that “it felt like people who were politically 
engaged… were another type of people” that they couldn’t imagine becoming. Then after reading 
the popular book, This Is What Inequality Looks Like, which was frequently discussed among their 
peers, this student recognized this “was what it meant to be engaged. It was ‘political’ just to en-
gage in issues and the things that affect society.”

The students in our focus groups described an educational culture that encourages—maybe 
demands—students to take action to build community and contribute. This culture is also articu-
lated in a student opinion article: 

Having had the good fortune to go through the Common Curriculum at Yale-
NUS and thoroughly deconstruct and unlearn all the normative narratives 
designed to propagate class hierarchies and systemic injustices, [along with] 
enlightening experiences with inspiring people from diverse backgrounds, 
sometimes it is difficult to not loathe myself for not doing enough with the 
immense privilege that I have.28 

When comments like this surfaced during the focus groups, others would often nod, suggesting 
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this is a widespread view. In this sense, there is implicit peer pressure within the College to seek 
knowledge, to be opinionated, and to be active on the causes students care about. This might take 
the form of community service more than explicitly political engagement, but utilizes many of 
the tools that are also relevant for political engagement such as crafting appealing messaging, 
consensus-building, and community organizing. 

To sum up, the Common Curriculum content, the active modes of pedagogy that are possible 
due to smaller class size, and students’ strong sense of community and self-governance—the cur-
ricular and extra-curricular—all come together to cultivate civic engagement among students at the 
College. However, as the next section shows, there are also palpable obstacles to the scope of such 
civic engagement.   

Barriers to Civic Engagement
As we worked to uncover curricular, extra-curricular, and other structural drivers of civic engagement 
at Yale-NUS, we also sought to identify possible barriers. We generated several hypotheses through 
structured reflection prior to conducting the focus groups, identifying (1) workload and major 
selection, (2) perceived liberal bias in the College community, and (3) perceived conservativism 
in the local political context, as the most likely barriers to engagement. In the focus groups we did 
hear evidence that these were obstacles to greater civic engagement for many students. However, 
the focus groups surfaced additional barriers to engagement, namely (4) the intimacy of the College 
community inhibiting inquiry and honest debate, (5) internationals’ being legally prohibited and 
socially dissuaded from political engagement in Singapore, and (6) student diversity, specifically 
that international students may lack a critical mass of co-nationals interested in domestic politics 
of their home countries. In this section we describe these six barriers to civic engagement faced by 
students. 

Workload and Major Selection

Among students who entered the College with relatively low levels of civic engagement, many 
shared the experience of becoming increasingly socially and politically engaged as they progressed 
through college. However, for students who entered the College already highly engaged, several 
reported their engagement actually diminished over their college experience, due primarily to 
academic workload. 

Yale-NUS is an academically demanding environment, with a roughly 5% admit rate over the 
last several years, the College aims to be on par with Amherst, Williams, Swarthmore, Wellesley, 
and other highly competitive liberal arts colleges in terms of academic rigor. Students who value 
good grades and are highly motivated to excel in their courses may not have much time outside 
class for community engagement or political advocacy.  Roughly 20% of students we spoke with 
named academic workload as a significant barrier to more sustained engagement. Workloads typ-
ically grow as students select majors, take more demanding courses, and work on a mandatory 
two-semester senior thesis (called the Capstone at Yale-NUS). 

Workload seems to be a greater inhibitor to engagement for those majoring in fields not as 
explicitly tied to social and political issues. Students who major in the social sciences and human-
ities often find their coursework fuels engagement and vice versa. (We heard this specifically with 
reference to majors/minors in Law and Liberal Arts; Global Affairs; Politics, Philosophy, and Eco-
nomics; Environmental Studies; Anthropology; and Philosophy). Several students majoring in sci-
ences discussed how the engagement fostered in the Common Curriculum during their first two 
years dissipated as they transitioned to their major. As one student put it, the engagement “doesn’t 
sustain” and they can only continue it through extra-curricular organizations and volunteering, 
creating a time trade-off with school work. Some students reported that they desired coursework 
which integrates science and society, like bioethics and public health courses, so that they could 
continue to be engaged in social and political issues while also learning science. 

Another theme that emerged in our discussion of major selection was the special position of 
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the Environmental Studies (ES) major. Some students majoring in ES and those who had taken 
courses on environmental politics noted that “the environment” feels “safer” to talk about than 
some “sensitive” issues in Singapore like criminalization of homosexuality, treatment of foreign 
workers, racism, and socio-economic inequality. Learning advocacy methods for environmental 
policy change thus felt less confrontational and divisive than learning advocacy skills in the con-
text of social justice, identity, and class. 

Intimacy of Residential Life Cuts Both Ways, Especially Given Perceived Liberal Bias

Although the College’s small size and tight-knit nature facilitates engagement by helping students 
find like-minded peers and learn from those with different views and backgrounds, it may also be a 
barrier to engagement. Students reported they often hold back from voicing opinions or questions 
on contentious issues for fear that it would upset people in the community, leading to alienation 
and social banishment. 

The intimacy of the College may especially inhibit international students from more active 
forms of engagement on campus. For international students, the campus is their only home-base 
in Singapore, and so there is no way to “lie low” if they make an unintentionally offensive Facebook 
post or say something controversial in class. We heard several variants of this concern, which is 
exemplified in this international student’s comment:

My entire life is rooted in this very small campus [where] if you have an opinion 
about…a political or social issue, you should be ready to defend it...Especially 
if you have a non-liberal opinion…, you should have very good reasons [to 
defend that view]. I’m a third year student now, I [am] more selective about 
what I choose to have an opinion on… I still keep myself informed, but I can’t 
have an opinion about everything, because I’m not ready to defend all of those 
[views]. And since I live on campus, I don’t want to antagonize people and I 
can’t really escape to anywhere else. I can’t go back home [for the weekend like 
local students] or get away from campus to find another space…So I find myself 
being selectively engaged.

As in campuses worldwide, there is a perception, as illustrated above, among Yale-NUS students 
that conservative views and causes are more likely to be silenced or ridiculed than liberal ones. This 
may be more of an issue at Yale-NUS because the term “liberal arts college” is often interpreted in 
Singapore as referencing political liberalism. Since its founding, champions for more conservative 
views and those who take a more absolutist view of free speech, have lamented the “intolerance of 
intolerance” on campus. The authors have talked with students who felt they could not openly ask 
questions on sensitive topics like the morality of homosexuality, whether transgender identities are 
healthy, or why hard working “high achievers” should have to pay welfare for poor “low achievers.” 
These themes surfaced in focus groups as well. Some students suggested that while the small scale 
and free speech commitment of the College makes it easier for progressive students to find each 
other and organize than they might in other settings, it forces conservative voices underground, 
making it harder for students with conservative values to find each other. One example pertains 
to China’s crackdown on the Hong Kong protests last year. We heard from several students—in 
the focus groups and other conversations—who felt uncomfortable publicly defending China’s 
position vis-à-vis Hong Kong protesters. 

This view was not unanimous, of course. Several focus group participants shared that, while 
students might conceal conservative leanings in residence life, different views did get raised in 
class because the seminars usually entail vibrant debates among different worldviews. However, 
some reported that both residential life and classroom culture were often a liberal echo chamber. In 
one student’s experience, too often students in seminars will express their more liberal or progres-
sive views openly, while opposing views are not expressed. Therefore, the small seminar-style class-
rooms and diverse student body can allow students to learn about each other’s views and be forced 
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to hone their own arguments accordingly, but only when all students are empowered to share.  
This barrier to engagement—perceived liberal bias on campus—is notable for how much it 

echoes what we hear from the North American higher education context.29 Of all the barriers to 
engagement we uncovered, this is the least context-specific. Now we turn to barriers imposed by 
the Singaporean cultural and legal context, a very different set of forces. 

Cultural and Legal Context 

Political and legal structures do influence how students weigh the costs and benefits of civic 
engagement. Some of these cost-benefit calculations are obvious and clear-cut, for example students 
avoid spontaneously organized, unpermitted protests which are illegal in Singapore, because the 
consequences would be severe. One student who had studied abroad in North America reflected 
upon an experience where, immediately following a class on environmental policy, the professor 
invited students to join him in observing an environmental protest. This is possible because in that 
country, protests and public assemblies are open to all residents regardless of citizenship. This kind 
of experience is not likely to be replicated in Singapore where non-citizens are typically not able 
to attend cause-related public assemblies. In fact, international students are explicitly told not to 
get involved in formal electoral politics or participate in any speech that could be seen as inciting 
divisions among races or religions, which is illegal in Singapore.30

Some calculations regarding acceptable political engagement activities are more subtle. Stu-
dents intimated that the general conservativism and controlled political climate in Singapore in-
fluenced their choices in how to act on their political and social values. Some international stu-
dents, for example, were cautioned by parents or friends not to get involved in Singapore politics 
even in more informal ways, because it could jeopardize their student visa. Local and international 
students described concerns that a reputation for being too radical or too activist could hurt job 
prospects upon graduation. Some students, for example, take pause before championing very lib-
eral or activist positions on social media. This was an especially pressing  concern for those looking 
to work for the public and business sectors.  

Concerns about reputational damage surface not only in students’ reflections about their own 
actions, but also in how they react to their peers’ actions. One student recalled a situation where 
students organized a gathering in the college courtyard to demand the school administration adopt 
new sexual misconduct policies and event registration policies, among other issues.31 Such public 
gatherings regarding contentious issues are uncommon in Singapore, and in some cases may be 
considered illegal. Students who joined the gathering were aggrieved that more of their peers did 
not participate. However, some who did not join felt that the students staging it were putting the 
larger student body at risk. In addition to worries about legal trouble, they felt that if even a small 
number of students are too vocal and too activist, it will give the College a bad reputation in the 
local job market. Some local students that the authors spoke to at the time felt that international 
students who contributed to the gathering were insensitive to the risks for local students plan-
ning to anchor their career in Singapore. Specifically, they worried that government ministries and 
conservative firms may be hesitant to hire Yale-NUS graduates if they are seen as too antagonis-
tic to local order. They did not want their Yale-NUS degree to connote rabble-rousing and liberal 
“external influence.”32 After this gathering, a heated debate ensued within the tight-knit student 
community. As one focus group participant put it, the situation “fractured a lot of relationships.” 

Beyond concerns regarding legality and economic prospects, students also spoke of cultural 
and intellectual challenges to extending engagement beyond Yale-NUS. It was a common theme 
that attempts to bring such conversations beyond Yale-NUS are often stymied by a lack of shared 
vocabulary with those outside the College. Some students reported they worried that they came 
across as arrogant or obnoxious when discussing politics outside the College because they wanted 
to reference theoretical frameworks or authors who their non-Yale-NUS acquaintances did not 
know. 

In this sense, the very exceptional nature of the Yale-NUS enclave has created limits on how 
far within-College engagement can travel beyond the campus. To be sure, residential, cultural, and 
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intellectual life within the College has formed a vibrant space that enables students to inquire, or-
ganize, and lobby for causes they are passionate about. But there remain barriers to bringing that 
vitality beyond the College gates. 

Complexities for International Students 
The focus groups revealed three interrelated barriers to civic engagement education for 
international students at Yale-NUS. These factors are likely to shape international students’ 
experience in similar institutions located in politically constrained environments. 

Lack of Formal Rights

International students face additional legal constraints, because as non-citizens, they are denied 
some opportunities to voice, organize, or access spaces for political assembly. The Parliamentary 
Elections and Presidential Elections Acts restrict foreigners from participating in “election 
activities.”33 Non-citizens are also barred from attending or hosting gatherings at Hong Lim 
Park (Singapore’s Speaker’s Corner where pre-approved, government-sanctioned assemblies are 
permissible). In this sense, foreign students’ ability to have anything like a “front row” seat to local 
politics is limited. 

Not Wanting to Undermine a Cause by Championing It

International students we spoke to were pragmatic and understood they could endanger causes 
they cared about by being too visibly involved. A prevalent discourse in Singapore often blames 
“foreign influence” for more progressive, social justice-oriented activism.34 This assertion serves to 
dismiss certain perspectives and causes as not coming from Singaporean concerns or interests, and 
thus not warranting sympathetic attention. 

Many international students felt it was important to take a “back seat” to their Singaporean 
peers for on-campus but especially off-campus organizing around sensitive issues. Some came to 
this view independently, others reported that they had been explicitly told by their Singaporean 
peers to keep a low profile in politically-oriented student groups, lest that group, or the causes 
it supports, be falsely portrayed as a trojan horse for foreign values. One student recalled being 
“firmly told” they could join a politically-oriented group, but was discouraged from taking any high 
profile leadership roles. Others intuited these limitations, as one politically engaged international 
student shared: “No one told me explicitly, neither my parents [nor peers], that I shouldn’t be 
engaged politically, but I refrain from doing so because of the impression…I get from media and 
news sources.” 

In general, international students were sympathetic to the public relations imperative that 
social-political causes needed to be fronted by Singaporean student leaders, as exemplified in the 
following comments by two different focus group participants: 

The primary stakeholders…are first and foremost Singapore citizens 
themselves… I’m still an international student who’s just here to study… I can 
stand in solidarity and agree or disagree with the policy and the opinions of my 
fellow students, but ultimately, they’re the ones… facing the brunt of decision-
making by the government… Their voice should be the one that should be 
heard...

Being an international student in Singapore does feel like a constraining 
scenario…when it comes to political engagement … You’re…feeling like this 
is not my place to be doing activism, and as much as I would like to extend 
solidarity with work that is already happening, I was never able to find a space 
in which I could directly engage, or.. feel comfortable doing so.
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With these constraints on involvement, international students we spoke to tend to funnel 
their energy in two ways: (1) to community/social services rather than policy change and (2) to 
change-making within the College itself. They may not be citizens of Singapore, but each one is 
1/1000th of the Yale-NUS student body, and therefore more empowered to use their voice and or-
ganize for change vis-à-vis campus politics.

 
Lack of Critical Mass for Home-Country Engagement 

Another way international students can maintain civic engagement during college in Singapore is 
to focus on dynamics in their home country. However, the diversity of the student body and faculty 
makes it challenging to find a sufficient number of co-nationals to collaborate with. There are 70+ 
nationalities represented among the roughly 450 strong international student population (just 
under half the student body). Students from some major feeder countries like China, India, and 
South Korea may have an easier time finding partners. But those from less represented countries 
and regions such as Eastern Europe, Africa, and South America described struggling to find peers 
or professors engaged with politics in their home countries. As one said, “some of the loudest 
voices are more interested in the American and to some extent European contexts.” Even students 
from countries neighboring Singapore have faced this dilemma.  

We suspect that we would hear similar reports if we were to interview international students 
at small liberal arts colleges in North America. Overcoming barriers to engagement for interna-
tional students, regardless political context, warrants further attention.  

Summary and Conclusion
This chapter, building on the conceptual groundwork laid in Chapter 4, reports on our research 
into sources and impediments to civic engagement within Yale-NUS College in Singapore. Our 
findings reflect focus groups, personal reflection, document analysis, and many conversations with 
students over many years working at the institution.

Our findings are not necessarily representative of the College as a whole and are inherent-
ly incomplete due to the modest size of our focus groups and the limits of our own experience. 
Nonetheless, we believe that this chapter presents important findings regarding the bastions and 
barriers to civic engagement in two more generalizable contexts. 

1) Highly multinational colleges and universities: those with high percentages of interna-
tional undergraduate students such as Yale-NUS. This category includes similarly transnation-
al institutions or branch campuses that have emerged in recent years such as NYU-Abu Dhabi, 
NYU-Shanghai, Duke-Kunshan, and the Minerva Colleges. This category also includes older insti-
tutions with large international undergraduate populations such as Franklin University Switzer-
land, University of Hong Kong, ETH Zurich, Imperial College London, and several others. These 
institutions have opportunities to foster political curiosity, imagination, and ambition by bringing 
together students from such varied social-political contexts. These institutions also need to think 
through the barriers to engagement faced by international students that are discussed above. Some 
of those barriers may include legal rights to engage in local politics. Other barriers may be more 
subtle, such as lack of a critical mass of students from one’s home country with whom to organize. 
One strategy is to create opportunities for students to engage in change-making directed at the 
college itself. 

2) Colleges and universities in less liberal contexts: this study has found that the less liberal 
sociopolitical context in Singapore does create both formal and informal barriers to civic engage-
ment for students. However, this does not preclude civic engagement education. Specifically, we 
identify ways in which the broad-based curriculum, active learning pedagogies, residential require-
ment, small class size, and administrative support for student extra-curricular pursuits combine to 
equip students with interest in and skills for civic engagement. Regardless of context, students who 
wish to make a difference in their communities need to be thoughtful about the nature of those 
contexts. Learning tools for civic engagement within a less liberal context may even be a more 
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challenging endeavor, as students develop site-specific forms of change-making. 
To situate civic education in diverse contexts, it is important to highlight that engagement 

is not limited to physical demonstrations or confrontational tactics. In less liberal settings, fear 
for reputation, future employment, and family legal security present real barriers to inculcating 
civic engagement. As such, methods for civic mobilization need to take these barriers into account. 
Learning about your students, their prior interests/activities, and perceived vulnerabilities is an 
important starting point for educators who want to foster civic engagement. In contexts with more 
constrained voice opportunities, it is helpful to expose students to multiple forms of engagement 
and various spaces for engagement (online activism, petitions, op-eds, art-ivism, activist documen-
taries, academic interrogation, service learning, dialogue, etc.). In fact, social media and the In-
ternet have increasingly been used in less liberal contexts to champion and discuss various social 
causes.35 Yale-NUS students have likewise harnessed social media to promote key issues, such as 
sustainable living.36 

Effective teaching strategies may vary for different populations and locations. The means to 
empower groups to become more politically engaged will vary from liberal to illiberal contexts. 
Students have funnelled energies into educating peers and the public about politics, history, and 
sensitive sociopolitical issues. For example, the student-run Community for Advocacy and Political 

Table 1: Summary of Findings
Drivers of Civic Engagement Barriers to Civic Engagement

Liberal Arts and Sciences Common Curriculum: Learning 
about different social-political systems, recognizing socially 
constructed nature of own value systems and behaviors, 
close reading and analytical skills, normalizes discussion 
about political and social change. 

Active Learning Pedagogies: Students find their voice, 
learn to develop own opinions rather than learning ‘right 
answers,’ communication skills, increases comfort with 
disagreement and genuine dialogue.

Size, Residential Requirement, and Intimacy of Student 
Body: Facilitates finding like-minded students, organizing, 
deepening knowledge and interest in social-political issues, 
feeling of safety to explore new ideas and identities being 
on campus and away from family/ cultural origins.

Multinationalism of College Community: Creates 
encounters with difference which spark imagination, 
interest in scrutinizing rather than accepting students’ 
norms and practices of own cultural context/country of 
origin. 

Creative, Can-Do Culture: Administrative encouragement 
of students who want to organize new clubs and initiatives. 
Gives students hands-on practice in mobilizing, organizing, 
messaging. 

Academic Workload: Not enough time for civic 
engagement, especially for those in majors that are not 
directly related to societal and political issues. 

Perceived Liberal Bias: Conservative students may not 
voice their views as freely, therefore not find like-minded 
students as easily with which to engage.

Size, Residential Requirement, and Intimacy of Student 
Body: Students do not want to be lambasted or ostracized 
for unpopular or ignorant comments. Will keep some 
questions or views to themselves because there is no 
anonymity within such an intimate campus community.

Political Limitations and Perceptions of Conservative 
Local Culture: Local students do not want to risk legal 
trouble. International students do not want to risk 
deportation. Concerns that provocative action could be seen 
as too antagonistic for local culture and would jeopardize 
job prospects. 

Constraints on Political Participation and Lack of Critical 
Mass of Co-Nationals among International Students: 
Foreign students are not permitted to participate in many 
forms of political engagement in Singapore. Concerns 
that foreign students will undermine the causes they care 
about if they are too vocal, making those causes seem like 
“imported” rather than real Singaporean issues. Inability 
of foreign students from less well represented nationalities 
to find collaborators from their home countries with which 
to engage.
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